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Abstract

This document summarizes the supervisory control and data acquisition~SCADA! system that allows communica
tion with, and controlling the output of, various I/O devices in the renewable energy systems and compone
facility RESLab. This SCADA system differs from traditional SCADA systems in that it supports a continuo
changing operating environment depending on the test to be performed. The SCADA System is based on the
of having one Master I/O Server and multiple client computer systems. This paper describes the main featu
advantages of this dynamic SCADA system, the connections of various field devices to the master I/O ser
device servers, and numerous software features used in the system. The system is based on the graphical pro
language ‘‘LabVIEW’’ and its ‘‘Datalogging and Supervisory Control’’~DSC! module. The DSC module supports
real-time database called the ‘‘tag engine,’’ which performs the I/O operations with all field devices attached
master I/O server and communications with the other tag engines running on the client computers connected v
area network. Generic and detailed communication block diagrams illustrating the hierarchical structure of this S
system are presented. The flow diagram outlining a complete test performed using this system in one of its
configurations is described. © 2004 ISA—The Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society.

Keywords: SCADA; RESLab; LabVIEW DSC module; Renewable energy systems testing
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1. Introduction

1.1. The SCADA system

RESLab, previously known as ACRELab, is a
Australian National Renewable Energy syste
and components test facility located at Murdo
University in Western Australia. At presen
RESLab provides design, testing, training, prod
development, and certification services for the
newable energy industry. More details abo
RESLab and the specification of small and lar
hybrid system test beds can be found elsewh

*Corresponding author. Tel.:~61! 08 9360 6301; fax:
~61! 08 9310 6094.E-mail address:
patel@fizzy.murdoch.edu.au
0019-0578/2004/$ - see front matter © 2004 ISA—The Instru
@1#. One of the major requirements of this testin
facility was a supervisory control and data acqu
sition ~SCADA! system allowing communication
with and control of the output of various industr
standard I/O devices and programmable device
order to perform tests on renewable energy s
tems and components. This overall SCADA sy
tem was expected to be user friendly and eas
able to integrate additional devices as the test
cility expands to undertake other testing activitie
A number of traditional SCADA systems deve
oped for various applications and having simil
architectures, with one or more servers, have b
described previously @2–4#. Typically in a
SCADA system the data flow is limited to pre
defined paths, which are based on the fixed fi
connections between hardware and master or
mentation, Systems, and Automation Society.
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Nomenclautre

AB Allen Bradley
ACRE Australian Cooperative Researc

Center for Renewable Energy
CPU Central Processing Unit
DAQ Data Acquisition
DDE Dynamic Data Exchange
DH1 Data Highway Plus
DSC Datalogging and Supervisory Contro
HMI Human Machine Interface
GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus
I/O Input/Output
IA Industrial Automation
LabVIEW Laboratory Virtual Instruments Engi-

neering Workbench
NIDAQ National Instruments Data Acquisi-

tion
OLE Object Linking and Embedding
OPC OLE for Process Control
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PSC Power Supply Controller
PXI PCI eXtension for Instrumentation
RESLab Renewable Energy Systems Labo

tory
RS Rockwell Software
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data acqui

sition System
SCPI Standard Commands for Program

mable Instruments
SLC Small Logic Controller
SMS Short Messaging Service

ent station. However, it should be noted that t
requirements of a SCADA system for specializ
applications such as petrochemical industries, c
trol towers at international airports, and power s
tions, are sophisticated enough to clearly differe
tiate them from traditional SCADA system
which often have uni-directional dataflow and
configuration of static nature.

In the SCADA system described here, a wi
range of devices and components are physic
connected to either the master I/O server or any
the client computers. The software controlling t
output of these devices and the dataflow is rar
the same for different types of tests carried out
the laboratory. Therefore it was considered de
able that the code be developed in-house~within
the laboratory! to minimize the development tim
and maximize utility. It was envisaged that a
these challenges could only be handled via the
velopment of a reasonably sophisticated, but v
satile, and nontraditional SCADA system. In co
trast to the traditional SCADA system based on
pre-configured hardware setup the amount
change in the dataflow on a regular basis in t
laboratory setting is very large. For this reason
large proportion of the system architecture or I
specific code is dynamic and not fixed. This doc
ment describes the hierarchical architecture of
developed SCADA system and a summary of t
software used to perform a wide variety of an
regularly changing tasks.

As shown in Fig. 1 this SCADA system is base
on the concept of one server and multiple clien
architecture, only one client computer is shown
this figure as an example. This SCADA syste
allows communication among the master I/
server computer, client computers, and all the I
devices in RESLab~e.g., SLC, dc power supply
power monitors!. This system structure allows th
input and output of all the I/O devices to be d
rectly accessed and controlled. The primary so
ware development environment used for both t
server and client computers is LabVIEW with th
additional Datalogging Supervisory Contro
~DSC! module. Virtually all of the communication
between either the master I/O server or a clie
machine and I/O devices is then handled via
real-time database known as the ‘‘tag engine.’’ T
required I/O information can then also be shar
with the tag engines on the rest of the compute
which allows users to perform multiple tests o
different client machines simultaneously. The do
ted lines in Fig. 1 represent manual interactio
while the solid lines represent data and comma
flow. The client computer is also connected to
few of the I/O devices through device servers; t
data acquired from these I/O devices is passed
the master database through a client computer
cal database. The test engineer supplies the
inputs using a LabVIEW based HMI during th
test execution. The test specific data are logg
with date and time steps in a preconfigured form
on the client computer, which is actually executin
the test, while the master I/O server computer lo
any events, alarms, or errors reported by any
the software and I/O devices. Several selected
rameters~e.g., status of load bank, diesel gene
tor, and grid breaker! are also logged on the mas
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Fig. 1. SCADA system overall structure.
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ter I/O server computer hard disk. This flexib
data sharing arrangement makes it possible to r
the same parameters independently on differ
client machines at the same time. The test spec
code from a client computer can also set the o
put of any I/O device by sending an appropria
value via the client computer local tag engine
the master I/O server tag engine. The master
server computer performs the following maj
tasks:

• acts as a central database for exchang
data with all the I/O devices within the tes
facility;

• maintains communication with all the I/O
devices, generates an error if an appropri
response is not received within a certa
time period and records that error;

• controls the output of various devices as a
when requested by the client computers or
part of an error handling routine~in the case
where device servers report an error!;

• responds to the requests of client compute
• reports and logs the alarms and events g

erated by the software and I/O devic
servers/drivers;

• keeps track of the resources currently in u
their calibration status and maintenan
records. Via software interlock mechanism
it restricts the access of devices currently
d
t

use ~i.e., performs the task of ‘‘allocation
and de-allocation of the system resources!;

• logs the selected parameters for the data
quisition system reliability analysis, an
long term trending of a few key system pa
rameters~e.g., outputs reported by variou
temperature sensors, communication sta
of various devices servers!.

The main devices and the associated commu
cation methods employed in this SCADA syste
are as follows:

• An Allen-Bradley SLC 5/04 processor mod
ule is connected to an Allen Bradley 1784
KTx card located in the master I/O Serve
computer using theDH1 communication
protocols. The Lookout OPC Server drive
for the Allen Bradley SLC allows the Lab
VIEW Datalogging and Supervisory Contro
Module Tag Engine to exchange SLC p
rameters’ related information with the AB
card @5#.

• Two Crompton Integra power monitors ar
connected to a serial port using Modbus pr
tocol via an RS485 interface. The data fro
these power monitors can be exchanged w
the LabVIEW DSC Tag Engine using th
Modbus OPC lookout drivers.

• The Johnson Controls DX-9100 Extende
Digital Controller of the environment cham
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ber is connected to a serial port~via RS485
interface! using the Metasys DX9100 proto
cols on an N2 bus.

• The controller of the Powerten dc powe
supply is connected to a serial port~via an
RS232 interface! through LabVIEW code
developed using the SCPI language.

• An Agilent Technologies solar array simula
tor is connected to a GPIB card located
the master I/O server computer using t
SCPI language on the GPIB bus.

• The NIDAQ hardware, NI 6035E, is con
nected to the PXI device in the master I/
server computer through LabVIEW code d
veloped using the NIDAQ protocols.

1.2. Software/Interface used in the SCADA
system

The various software packages used in
SCADA system are briefly described below.

• Allen-Bradley Rockwell Software is used
to communicate with, and program, th
Allen-Bradley SLC. A number of software
packages were used to connect and to es
lish communication between the SLC an
the master I/O server computer in the ea
stages of system development.RS Linx
OEM ~version 2.1! was used for communi
cation between the SLC and an Allen
Bradley Industrial Automation Serverin
Lookout. Advice from National Instrument
suggested that this method~Industrial Auto-
mation Server!would not be maintained in
future updates of the software. The reco
mendation was to shift over to the preferre
method of OPC, which is fast becoming
de-facto standard method of communicatio
and is used by a wide range of measurem
and control software products@5#. RS Logix
500 ~version 2.57! is used to program and
download a program on the AB SLC.RS
Power~WINtelligent LINX, version 5.0! is a
standalone package running on a PC allo
ing the user to communicate, configure a
download information from the Allen-
Bradley power monitors. It contains a var
ety of utilities and functionalities associate
with the analysis of the data obtained fro
the power monitors. It is not required fo
communications between the power mon
tors and the SLC. None of the above A
software is used during the normal operati
of the test facility.
-

• LabVIEW Datalogging & Supervisory
Control Module ~version 6.0.2! co-
ordinates all the I/O activities within the
RESLab facility from the master I/O com
puter. The National Instruments produ
LabVIEW is a graphical programming lan
guage. It incorporates features that make
possible to use LabVIEW as a SCADA sy
tem development environment. LabVIEW
supports a real-time database known as
LabVIEW DSC Tag Engine. One of the ap
plications of this tag engine called ‘‘devic
server’’ can communicate with a wide rang
of standard industry I/O instruments throug
its support for OPC Applications, DDE, an
IA device servers. The tag engine has t
ability to start and stop device servers,
scale and initialize parameter values, to ge
erate, process and log alarms and events,
to log data to a Citadel historical database
is also possible to use a third party hardwa
manufacturer server for uniquely configure
custom devices@6#. Unlike other SCADA
packages the LabVIEW HMI provides
complete programming environment to su
port the communications between the HM
and the tag engine. The LabVIEW code f
generic activities like processing and log
ging of data, setting the load bank outpu
specifying and recording the test inputs, r
porting and logging of alarms, real-time dis
play, and sharing of the test data can be us
by various tests.

• Lookout Protocol Drivers OPC Server
~version 4.5! provides the low level driver
interface ~for basic communications! be-
tween the LabVIEW DSC module and var
ous industry standard I/O devices. Th
method is being used for the normal oper
tion of the system.

• Server Explorer ~version 2.4! provides a di-
rect access to items of a device server co
figured in Lookout and the associated instr
ment from a user friendly interface. This
essentially a simple and primitive interfac
to test and debug communication with a co
figured device without any programming.

2. Communication within the SCADA system

Fig. 2 shows the detailed hierarchical structu
of the RESLab SCADA system in a communic
tion block diagram. The tag engine of the mas
I/O server computer continuously exchanges d
with the I/O devices connected to it locall
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Fig. 2. RESLab SCADA system communication block diagram.
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through a range of device servers via designa
hardware and associated software using agr
protocols. Similarly, various client computers e
change data with various I/O devices they are c
nected to, and continuously pass the required
formation to the tag engine of the master I/
server computer. The tag engine of the master
server computer makes this I/O information ava
able to the tag engines of the client computers
requests. Under typical system operation appro
mately 500 data points are being monitored in t
test facility and over 90% of these I/O data poin
are passed through the AB SLC. Additionally th
master I/O server computer maintains several a
log and digital memory tags for miscellaneo
purposes for use by software, which is responsi
for a range of overall system functionality. Ex
amples include interlocks, resource managem
alarms, and system usage. Out of a total of so
600 tags ~measured/reported parameters a
calculated/memory parameters! on the master I/O
server computer, only a selection of tags are c
tinuously exchanged with the client computers
order to keep the network traffic within a reaso
able limit. These are the minimum required to pe
form a test on the client computer. Within th
framework, the system allows any client compu
ers to access any I/O information at a desired r
independent of the other client computer tag e
gines, all running simultaneously. Once a clie
d

-

,

computer tag engine receives the information,
cally or from the master I/O server tag engin
which may be originally coming from other clien
computer~s! tag engine~s!, the local LabVIEW
code developed for scanning, processing and l
ging the data accesses this information as par
the test being performed on that particular clie
computer. The test specific code executing on
client computer can set the output of any I/O d
vice by sending the appropriate value from the c
ent tag engine to the target I/O device through
master I/O server computer tag engine.

2.1. Communications with the I/O devices

The SLC polls the local analog and digital I/O
modules which in turn are connected to sens
reading temperatures, status of the emergency
button and the fuel consumed by a diesel gene
tor. The SLC also contains a remote I/O scann
which acquires data from the AB power monitor
remote analog, and digital I/O modules. These
turn are connected to field devices in separate
cations within the test facility. The power monito
and remote digital and analog I/O modules a
daisy chained to the AB SLC~i.e., they are con-
nected in series to the same master device o
proprietary network!. The individual power moni-
tors read the power quality data from a diesel ge
erator controller, a programmable load bank,
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wind turbine controller, and the grid. The remo
analog I/O modules read the output from volta
and current transducers attached to a battery b
a dc power supply, and a battery charger, and th
mocouples measuring the pilot battery cell te
peratures. The remote digital I/O modules read
output status from a single-phase programma
load bank, output status from various dc sourc
and the configuration of the battery banks. Th
information is passed to the AB card using t
DH-485 interface and then to the Lookout usin
the DH1 network protocols. The Lookout OPC
Server, using a driver for AB devices, then e
changes this information with the LabVIEW DS
Tag Engine of the master I/O server comput
Similarly communication between other devic
and a tag engine can be visualized in Fig. 2. T
first layer below the master I/O server compu
DSC tag engine is the device servers/drivers,
low which is a layer associated with the physic
connection of the I/O devices with the comput
The next layer represents the device controll
~which actually acquire the data!, and the lowest
layer lists the physical devices. A more detail
description concerning communication betwe
each of these six major types of devices and
master I/O server computer tag engine is giv
below.

2.1.1. SLC
An Allen Bradley SLC 5/04 is directly con

nected to the 1784-KTx Allen Bradley commun
cations card~plugged into the master I/O serve
computer! via a three-wire cable. The remote I/
scanner is connected to five AB power monito
and several remote analog and digital I/O modu
on a daisy chained network. The ladder logic co
of the SLC maps any relevant information fro
the devices remotely connected to the SLC. T
communication parameters of the various rem
devices are configured by the SLC as part of
initialization process of the SLC program. Th
SLC 5/04 CPU can be accessed through two co
munications channels: via channel 0 through R
232 based protocols, and via channel 1 throu
DH1 ~an RS 485 based! protocols from the AB
card. During normal operation channel 1 is us
for communication between the SLC and the m
ter I/O server computer. However, both of th
channels can be used simultaneously, channe
for the normal communication, and channel 0 f
,
-

debugging~i.e., to access the SLC ladder logic an
to monitor the critical registers!. The data via the
KTx card can be accessed using several differ
types of software such as Lookout OPC Serv
driver, RSLinx, RSLogix.

2.1.2. Power monitor
Two single phase Crompton Integra pow

monitors are connected to the maser I/O ser
computer via an RS485 bus through a serial po
The power monitor driver configuration param
eters were derived from the Modbus protoc
manual@7#. The tag engine can access the pow
monitors output via a Modbus driver in the Look
out OPC Server.

2.1.3. DX-9100 controller
The DX-9100 extended digital controller from

Johnson Controls is connected to the master
server computer through a serial port using t
Metasys DX9100 protocol via an RS485 interfac
The DX-9100 controller measures temperatu
and humidity and using a PID algorithm operat
the actuators to maintain the environmental cha
ber at desired conditions. This controller consi
of numerous programmable function modules,
programmable control logic module, and a varie
of date and time functions@8#. LabVIEW code
was developed to communicate with the DX-91
controller using the Metasys N2 System Protoc
and the Metasys DX9100 Protocol, the requir
communication protocol for accessing data that
side in the devices on an N2 network@9,10#. In
this case, there is just the single DX-9100 dev
on an N2 network.

2.1.4. dc power supply
The Powerten dc power supply output volta

and current are controlled by a Delta Electroni
PSC controller. This power supply controller
connected to the master I/O server compu
through an RS232 serial port. The required La
VIEW code was developed using the SCPI la
guage@11#.

2.1.5. Solar array simulator
The output of the Agilent Technologies Sola

Array Simulator is controlled via a GPIB bus from
the client computer@12#. The required LabVIEW
code was developed using the SCPI langua
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which maintains communication with the solar a
ray simulator using a VXI instrument driver.

2.1.6. DAQ hardware
The National Instruments DAQ hardwar

~NIDAQ 6035E I/O device! is connected to the
PXI card in the computer through LabVIEW cod
developed using the NIDAQ drivers. Data are a
quired from the device following the standard a
proach as outlined in the supplied documentat
for the device @13#. The NIDAQ hardware is
physically attached to and thus controls the out
of the dc loads through relays. Additional La
VIEW code was written to provide an interface
the tag engine, thus allowing the SCADA syste
to gain access and control these functions.

2.2. Communication between master I/O serve
and client computer tag engines

Network communication between the master I
server and client computers, from a SCADA pe
spective, is achieved using the LabVIEW DS
Module. This results in tag engines running
each of the computers. Configuration and set up
these engines was relatively standard, as deta
in the documentation supplied with this modu
@6#. Given the hierarchical structure adopt
within the laboratory, the tag engine on the mas
I/O server computer was designated as the se
or ‘‘master tag engine.’’ This typically means th
tags on this machine are ‘‘master’’ tags, where
the majority of tags on the client computers a
often only copies or refer back to the tag on t
master I/O computer. That is, there are two typ
of SCADA configuration files which define th
tags for each engine, one is for the master
computer and the other for the client compute
The major differences between these two config
ration files being the read/write privileges and t
location of ‘‘master’’ tags. The SCADA configu
ration files include all the required tags or syste
I/O parameter related information~e.g., paramete
name, device name, address, update rate, d
band, type of tag, unit, scaling, and alarm limits!.
They define what and how information is to b
exchanged among various tag engines. Althou
the setup described in this paper has only o
server, the system is extremely versatile. For
ample, ‘‘the Server LabVIEW DSC module ca
also perform as a DSC client and access inform
r

d

tion from different DSC module Server compu
ers’’ @6#. These features enable access to the
values corresponding to various monitoring poin
in the master I/O server computer~including all
the monitoring points of client computers direct
connected to various I/O devices! via any of the
remote client computers. The inbuilt features
the LabVIEW DSC module~i.e., the tag engine!,
which uses the Logos networking protocol, allow
the exchange of analog and digital information b
tween the server and client tag engines.

3. Features of this SCADA system

Following is an itemized list pointing out som
of the more important and salient features of t
setup and operation of the laboratory, from t
perspective of the developed SCADA system.

• The system interlocks prevent access of
sources in order to avoid accidentally inte
rupting a test in operation and ensures t
safety of the overall system. Each time
new test is selected the system configurat
is checked thoroughly, and the required r
sources access is requested. Similarly, if
dividual components need to be used
some maintenance is required, it is only
matter of first checking that the resource
available for use and then allocating the r
source to that task.

• Much of the developed LabVIEW code i
based on a state machine design, which
lows the user to change the state of the p
gram or to stop the program easily witho
crashing the program. The generic La
VIEW code developed for ‘‘defining and re
cording the test input parameters’’ an
‘‘scanning, processing and logging the ave
age, minimum, maximum, and standard d
viation of various parameters’’ is used i
various tests without any modifications.

• In each time step the system reads new v
ues from the user specified profiles and s
the load bank output, simulates PV arra
output using the solar radiation and ambie
temperature during the course of the test
is possible to simulate the specified PV arr
output using two different devices, the d
power supply or the solar array simulator.

• The program code was developed to au
matically record pre-configured text me
sages to a log file at every major change
the test status. In addition it records the te
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~describing the special events! supplied us-
ing the keyboard through a LabVIEW HM
during the course of the test. The code w
developed to suspend the data process
during the load transitions at the change
time steps. This configuration and program
ming feature provides needed versatility
the processing of the data.

• The system records the test specific inp
~PV array, battery bank, and inverter param
eters! to allow the repetition of tests with th
same inputs. This test input data could
useful for the detailed analysis of test resu
at a later stage.

• The system is able to handle a wide range
errors and safely shutdown various comp
nents in reliable and effective ways recom
mended by the manufacturers. The syst
supports a sophisticated range of mechan
for integration, reporting and recording o
errors, events, and alarms.

• LabVIEW code was developed incorpora
ing the required server features for comm
nication with the device controllers for th
OPC Lookout noncompliant devices~the de-
vices which do not have a standard Looko
Protocol driver for the OPC server!.

• The system is flexible enough to integra
additional industry standard I/O devices
the existing system. To date, the existin
system has allowed a range of tests to
performed including those on hybrid remo
area power supply systems, stand-alo
power systems, solar home systems, batt
charge controllers, and grid connect inve
ers.

• The user friendly and descriptive LabVIEW
HMI’s @shown in Figs. 4~a!–~d!# and the
overall SCADA system design allows non
LabVIEW users to perform tests with min
mal overview of the test and program d
sign. The system is easily extended as n
devices and instruments are introduced a
integrated into the laboratory, or tests a
performed using new test methodologie
This approach provides a user friendly, s
phisticated, and cost effective DAQ syste
ideal for continuously changing laborator
testing applications.

3.1. Nontraditional features

• The developed SCADA system with its hie
archical architecture~illustrated in Fig. 2!
and design is able to control and integrate
wide range of industrial I/O devices from
centralized server computer and various c
ent computers, for example, an SLC, d
power supplies, and power monitors. Typ
cally, a number of LabVIEW DSC tag en
gines allow the I/O related information an
processed data to be accessed from multi
client computers simultaneously in real tim

• Although the underlying basic structure o
the SCADA system and associated data flo
remains the same, when different tests a
performed changes can be expected in:
+ software code used on various client com
puters~e.g., they could be performing deve
opment, debugging or execution task!,
+ total number of client computers used,
+ total number of I/O devices used,
+ number of I/O devices connected to var
ous client computers,
+ response of the master I/O server on r
ceiving a specific error or warning from th
SCADA system,
+ the scan time and log time used by th
SCADA system,
+ the data being processed and logged on
client computers as well as on the master I
server computer,
+ operating mode in which the outputs o
various different I/O devices are controlled

• It is possible to perform multiple tests simu
taneously using the large~three-phase! and
small ~single-phase! system test beds within
the test facility with the constraint that thes
tests do not require the same system
sources~i.e., I/O device!.

• Different inbuilt features of the master I/O
server may be activated or deactivated
real time as required~for, e.g., access to a
specific device!,

• A client computer performing local high
speed data acquisition~up to 10-kHz rate!
can synchronize its data capturing with
signal triggered by a specific event, from a
other one of the SCADA system compute
involved in the test.

• Any of the client computers’ operation
functionality can be altered in real time b
selecting the appropriate code without a
fecting the rest of the SCADA system oper
tion.

• A client computer performing the test doe
the scanning, processing, and logging of s
lected parameters. These data could be
quired through a local I/O directly, or a re
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mote I/O through tag engines running o
other SCADA system computers involved
the test.

• Unlike in the traditional SCADA system
the operating screens~user interface win-
dows! on the master I/O server and any
the client computers within this system a
different depending on the task being pe
formed by the computer.

4. A typical test performed using the SCADA
system

Fig. 3 illustrates the flow diagram of a typica
test performed using the SCADA system in one
its typical operating environments. The flow di
gram gives an overview of the steps, which a
executed sequentially during the complete au
mated hybrid remote area power supply syst
performance test. The main aim of this test is
determine the system fuel efficiency together w
the diesel generator and battery performance, d
ing the operation of the hybrid system over a
extended period of time. As evident from the fir
part of Fig. 3, when a test is first selected, a che
is made as to whether all the resources required
perform that test are available or not. If any of th
required resources is unavailable~being already in
use, or unavailable due to breakdown, expiry
calibration, or routine service checks! the program
informs the operator and then terminates. If all t
resources are available, they are allocated to
particular test on the particular client comput
and appropriate indicators are manually placed
various switchboard components. The next step
to test the set up configuration~checking of the
correct circuit diagram of the test system and t
operational status of various test system com
Fig. 3. Hybrid RAPS system performance test flow chart.
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Fig. 3. ~Continued.!
l
of
s
t-

u-

ing
-

nents!, which involves a combination of manua
~e.g., the position of the fuel valve, the level
fuel in the storage tank! and automatic check
~e.g., position of all the circuit breakers, the ba
tery bank terminal voltage, the status of comm
nication with various I/O devices!. The test system
is then energized and the system precondition
is performed, if required. The following step re
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Fig. 4. ~a!–~d! LabVIEW HMI’s indicating various aspects of testing and real-time monitoring.
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Fig. 4. ~Continued.!
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quests the user to specify the test specific inp
and profiles, and if all these inputs are valid th
are recorded in a configuration file. This marks t
end of test initialization phase.

As indicated in the second part of the flo
diagram in Fig. 3, the actual test commenc
after the completion of the test initializatio
phase. The maximum number of time ste
and maximum number of scans are re
and the first step of the ‘‘time step module’’ i
initiated. In the time step module the time st
counter is initialized and if the present time step
less than the maximum time step number(N is
less than or equal toNmax), the programmable load
bank is set to the next load value read from t
profile. The simulated PV array output is dete
mined from the next values of solar radiation a
ambient temperature read from their respect
profiles, and the dc power supply voltage and c
rent are set to supply that calculated output pow
~‘‘simulated PV array output’’!. After that the pro-
gram starts scanning the selected parameters a
required rate, processes and updates the aver
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation va
ues. At the end of the first time stamp(T becomes
greater than or equal toTmax), the data are logged
to a log file in a specific format. This is precede
by a few lines of comments describing the te
specific details. For subsequent time periods o
the data are appended to the log file. This tim
step module is repeated for the required numbe
times by stepping through the specified profile u
til the last step. At the end of the test the user c
select to repeat the test, and in that case the
inputs need to be specified. This step marks
end of the actual test and the program enter
‘‘post conditioning’’ phase. When the user selec
to end the test the system is run through the
quired post conditioning routine before d
allocating all the resources. Thus these resour
are now available for any other test required to
conducted in the laboratory. This generic and us
friendly interface allows non-LabVIEW users t
carry out the test using this SCADA system. Se
eral LabVIEW HMI windows displayed on the
screen during the course of the test are presen
in Figs. 4~a!–~d!. The brief description accompa
nying these LabVIEW HMI’s gives an overview
of the purpose of the window and the informatio
displayed on it.
e
e,

t

s

d

5. Conclusions

The paper describes a SCADA system suppo
ing the continuously changing operating enviro
ment in a renewable energy systems and com
nents test facility. A number of nontraditiona
features of this SCADA system are highlighted.
description of the main features and advantages
this dynamic SCADA system, the integration
various field I/O devices, and an overview of n
merous software features~mainly LabVIEW and
its Datalogging and Supervisory Control modul!
used in the system are included. The generic a
detailed communication block diagrams illustra
ing the hierarchical structure of this SCADA sy
tem, and the flow diagram outlining a comple
test performed using this system are also d
scribed. This SCADA system is currently opera
ing, and is also in a state of constant expans
and development.
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